Buik lasaber

My 'Gwen" was lucky enough to get the posi-traction limited slip rear differential and the highly
sought after 'Speed Alert' options. Original interior fabric was slippery enough to send
passengers across the car in aggressive cornering. Cons: At 14mpg, it was difficult to justify
driving her with less than 6 people on board. Blurrrrberry â€” Its a 68k mile survivor from TN.
Lesabre pkge. Cons: 12 mpg but is that not the price we pay I drive that for 8 years and I still
use it. I need another one. Read More. Car seems to be very good value for the money. It was
well taken care of so that helps. Way over priced. They dont negotiate the price. Per their policy.
I have had the car for years and of course have no intentions of getting rid of the car. Runs and
drives smooth regularly and is very reliable. Comfortable and easy to drive.. I have had no
serious is Im looking for a great and long lasting reliable car. Very smooth ride. Way ahead in
features for the year. Solid and dependable. A joy to drive! The reason these cars are still in
demand is the legendary reliability and surprising fuel economy of what can arguably be termed
GMs last great powerplant, the 3. Mated to an equally bu I don't care much for leather seats,
cold in the winter and hot in the summer. Seems like the driver's seat heater doesn't last a long
time in these cars. Overall, still an great driving car. Have you driven a Buick LeSabre? Rank
This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Buick LeSabre reviews reviews. Steve writes:. Pros: Like
driving a page out of history. Is this helpful? Yes No. Casey writes:. Pros: Attention getter, fun
to cruise in. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 10 Buick LeSabre reviews. Read all 5 Buick
LeSabre reviews. Read all 14 Buick LeSabre reviews. Read all 12 Buick LeSabre reviews. Read
all 13 Buick LeSabre reviews. Cars compared to Buick LeSabre. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Pros: Like driving a page out of history Cons: At 14mpg,
it was difficult to justify driving her with less than 6 people on board. Pros: Attention getter, fun
to cruise in Cons: 12 mpg but is that not the price we pay :- 1 of 1 people found this review
helpful. I read the book, the light was on steady which means it's an emission control problem.
My wife put gas in it and I noticed the cap may have been loose a little a condition the book says
could cause this but I wasn't sure. It was also a wet day but she said she didn't drive through
any big puddles another possible cause. So I just want to know how dangerous this is to the
engine and the best way to get that light off if it were caused by either bad gas or the fact the
cap was loose. There are two types of engine codes there are hard codes and soft codes. If after
so many key starts and system checks the light does not go out u have what we call a hard
code meaning u have a faulty sensor, open or short in the wiring, or someother mechanical
failure resulting in a problem that persists. If after a week of consistant driving the light goes
out u have a soft code meaning the system detected a fault once and thought u should know
about it. It is your cars way of letting u know of a potential problem. U should take the car either
"A" to a mechanic let them pull the code or "B" to a part shop and let them pull the code. But u
should know what the code is, it might save u money later, however a loose gas cap or filling
the car with gas while the car is running can cause the MIL malfunction indicator lamp to come
on most codes though are either P0xxx or P1xxx the 0 represents standard code the 1
represents dealer described code. Ok, what you have is because the gas cap was loose. The
loose caop will set a service light on. What to do is nothing at all. Just tighten the cap and go for
a nice long ride to reset the OBD2 system. It will reset itself at around miles. Not per hour!! Take
it in and have someone read the code for you. Many places will do this without charging
anything or very little and at least you'll know what you're looking at. The service engine light
can go on for so many reasons from it being time to change a sensor on to more serious things
so it's best to have someone with a code reading machine let you know why it's going on. If you
call around to different places I would be very surprised if you couldn't find someone who has
one of these machines who will let you know why the light is coming on for free. Good luck. Go
to Auto Zone and have them scan for codes. If the cap was loose, or the engine running when
the gas was put in, you should have a , or EVAP code. Have them clear the codes, and see if
they come back. If they do, re post your question. I've had this happen to me, running extremely
low on gas would cause it in my Towncar, it would usually go out after putting gas in and
driving it on several fairly long trips about 30 Miles each without turning the car off. My service
engine soon light had come on too, and I brought it into the autoshop to have it fixed. They said
it had been something to do with the hoses, so it could still be something if the light is still on.
Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers
made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders
says his office robbed while he coached. Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen 'was always hunting
me'. Congresswoman: I defaulted on my student loans. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver
airplane incident. UCLA gymnast tearful as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight
jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Answer Save. Mai N. Favorite Answer. LOL Good Luck, and it is
nothing to worry about. This is the most common of mistakes. How do you think about the
answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. I just call bf or put on some tight jeans and go

out. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Fully Detailed, Nitrogen
Filled tires. Odometer is miles below market average! We have over 23 locations and an
inventory of over 4, vehicles to choose from, if you find a vehicle at any of our locations, we will
bring it to your local Don Franklin Dealership. Although every reasonable effort has been made
to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented to the
user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All vehicles are subject to
prior sale. Feel right at home behind the wheel of this Buick LeSabre. Want a car with low
miles? This Buick LeSabre has exceptionally low miles with the odometer reading at , With
amazing deals at Car Land of Macon , you will be sure to drive away smiling. We are
conveniently located near Lizella. At Campbell Chevrolet- We make it easy! Shop over new and
pre-owned vehicles in stock. Easy financing available for everyone. See our inventory at
CampbellChevrolet. It's not often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low
mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and barely driven Buick LeSabre. You
can finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for. Based on the superb
condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this Buick LeSabre Custom is sure to
sell fast. The quintessential Buick -- This Buick LeSabre Custom speaks volumes about its
owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and standards far above the
ordinary. We'll buy your vehicle even if you don't buy ours. Our quick no haggle experience
allows you to buy easier and faster. View Nissan of Cleveland! Ask about our Lifetime Warranty!
Beware of the bait and switch! The offer I received in no way resembled the advertised price.
This is a dealership that does business with smoke and mirrors not with the transparency we
should demand. My own experience with John Harper and Jeff Saleeby was not a positive one I'd recommend you look elsewhere for a good deal on a Subaru. Visit Browning Chevrolet online
at No surprises. Family owned for over 50 years. Come see why we have so many repeat
customers. Only , Miles! Young Blvd, Chiefland, FL for a quick visit and a great vehicle! Do not
recommend this dealership. They post sale prices and then claim marketing adjustments to
justify price increase. Very bad marketing strategy. Runs and drives great, power windows,
locks, seat, mirrors, zero accidents, aluminum wheels with newer tires, good looking car. All
vehicles get a 5 day money back guarantee and free carfax. Please call or text Sam at Please
call or text Seth at ,. Friendly and knowledgeable people. They are easy to deal with and will
work with you to your satisfaction. Wide price range of vehicles to chose from at low prices. I
purchased an Aviator from Krieger Motors recently and had a very pleasant experience. My
salesperson Todd Reinsager was more than helpful in trying to procure the exact configuration I
wanted. The price was fair and there never was any pressure whatsoever. He made the process
much easier than I had imagined it would be. I would highly recommend Todd and the Kriegers
dealership. I found the Burgandy lincoln town car in an online search. My first step was to order
the Carfax report and it showed no accidents or unusual or negative problems, so I was
encouraged. He said everything works and no issues whatsoever. So I put a deposit down with
my debit card over the phone when he assured me I'd get it back if the car didn't pass muster.
So I flew out and fell in love with it when I saw it. Aside from a couple things on the exterior,
which I considered minor, I was happy with it. The interior was in very good condition for a car
of this age and mileage, just like the photos showed. I told him I needed to take it to a mechanic
for a pre-purchase inspection and he said OK to that. Before I left the lot I found that both
windows on the drivers side were non operational. The trip to the mechanic was 9 miles one
way. The brakes were the worst I've ever driven with - totally unsafe actually. I figured I'd get the
mechanics estimate on fixing those issues before I decided what to do, because the engine was
very strong and responsive and the transmission showing no problems either. But the
mechanic called me out as soon as he got it off the ground and showed me the deal-breaker;
the frame is very badly rusted , it looked like swiss cheese. Where it wasn't rusted, it was just
gone, also a very, very unsafe situation. Who knows when the frame would fail and when it does
someone is probably dead. Without a sound frame it doesn't matter if everything else is perfect
which, of course it wasn't. The engine also had a fair amount of rust on it as well. Needless to
say, this car is completely worthless and a total death-trap as well. I guess Todd just has no
scruples since he knew it would cost me a fair amount to flyout from Denver And I had
specifically asked about any issues. He claimed there were none. I was upset but what could I
do? I didn't yell at him because what good would that do anyway? I know some people are just
dishonest and inconsiderate and yelling at someone like that probably might only feed his inner
self causing him to feel joyful. Lesson learned on my part and I'm thankful I chose to have a
mechanic look at it, probably why I am still alive! Several things about Todd in his favor- he did
offer to show me other vehicles on the lot and when I said no thanks, nothing else he had

appealed to me, he didn't pressure me in any way. And when I told him I needed my deposit
back, he complied immediately without further ado. He has a very nice demeanor, and is
actually fairly pleasant to be around, but his basic dishonesty pretty much nullifies his good
qualities. If you like yourself even just a little bit, avoid this dealership because you might walk
away feeling bad about yourself after being there. Fair warning. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Within 10 miles. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim Custom Limited Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders
6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. No accidents. Check Availability. Not provided. Price Drop. Dealer Review: Do
not recommend this dealership. Close R. Please call or text Seth at , Dealer Review: Friendly
and knowledgeable people. Photo is not available. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings.
Sign Up. A crowd-pleasing large sedan that offers space, safety and surprisingly good mileage
in a high-value and economical package. I am a loyal Buick driver. Have had Buicks for many
years but really love this LeSabre Limited. Really gets good mileage, 33 mpg on hwy for such a
comfortable car. People are disappointed in the Lucernes with the mileage compared to the
LaSabre. I would tell people to pay the extra money and get a Limited. Next to my Dodge Grand
Caravan this is the best vehicle I've ever owned. Comfortable, decent gas mileage, minimal
regular maintenance costs and the only one major expense was needing front and rear pads
and rotors at the same time. I get it serviced every , miles, rotate tires often 3rd set in place at
the moment and drive it daily K and still going strong. My only complaint is a dashboard squeak
I've had for ages and can't seem to locate. I wish they still made this model for when I'm ready
again. Still runs and drives beautifully and usual maintenance items have been the only
expenses Console lid broke from hinge but will have repaired I use it a lot. Absolutely love my
"old man's car". Needed another 4 door car after getting married, did my research and knew I
wanted a LeSabre. I work for a Buick dealer and I waited until the right one was traded in. Got a
1 owner Custom with 67, miles and couldn't be happier. My friends teased me about it until they
rode in it, then they got it. Amazing ride quality, great gas mileage, enormous trunk. If you find a
low mileage LeSabre, buy it! You won't be disappointed. I have driven GM cars always. I got an
Olds Delta 88 in and have had several Olds that have ran perfect with the same drive train in the
Olds 88s and 98s -the 3. I bought the Buick LeSabre because it had the exact same drive train as
an Olds that GM was stupid enough to discontinue. Write a review. See all 54 reviews. Available
styles include Custom 4dr Sedan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the
Buick LeSabre and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the LeSabre 4. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the LeSabre. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Buick LeSabre and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the LeSabre featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Buick LeSabre. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to

make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Buick Buick LeSabre. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Dated interior styling, can be slow when fully loaded, no split-folding rear
seat. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review A
crowd-pleasing large sedan that offers space, safety and surprisingly good mileage in a
high-value and economical package. Sponsored cars related to the LeSabre. Most helpful
consumer reviews 4. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the
LeSabre both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking
about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the LeSabre has 18 cubic feet of trunk
space. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Buick
LeSabre is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners
and reveal what it's like to live with the LeSabre. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the LeSabre's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Buick LeSabre is
a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the LeSabre is a good car for you. Check back soon for the
official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include:
Custom 4dr Sedan 3. If you're interested in the Buick LeSabre, the next question is, which
LeSabre model is right for you? LeSabre variants include Custom 4dr Sedan 3. What do people
think of the Buick LeSabre? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Buick LeSabre and all model years in our database.
Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert
car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Buick LeSabre? Which Buick LeSabres are
available in my area? Can't find a new Buick LeSabres you want in your area? Consider a
broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Buick LeSabre? Check out Buick
lease specials. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
remote car starter wire diagram
93 lincoln continental
2010 dodge nitro 37 firing order
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

